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Over View of the RSSJ

Role of RSSJOver View

The acquisition of much observation data and its analysis are necessary in order to study global 

environment changes. High expectations are being placed on remote sensing techniques which 

are excellent in terms of enabling wide area observation, simultaneity and repeatability of the 

observation. The launches of earth observation satellites, ADEOS II (in 2002) and ALOS (in 2003) as 

the next generation have been scheduled so that Japan may be correspondent with U.S. and ESA 

competition. The visible and near infrared sensor (ASTER) of Japan, which is mounted on the U.S. 

earth observation satellite TERRA was launched at the end of 1999. Using the sensor, the 

observation of the global environment and cooperative measures in each country will advance. 

Many members of RSSJ participated in the scenario development of these earth observation 

programs which use the ASTER. Also, RSSJ members participated in the development of the 

research program, and proposed the following items which these satellites should be used to 

observe.

TT
     he Remote Sensing Society of Japan (RSSJ) was                                      

founded in 1981 as an academic society for remote 

sensing, and celebrates its 20th anniversary in 2001.

The aim of the Society is to communicate, collaborate and 

promote and encourage collaboration on issues matters 

pertaining to remote sensing, and to contribute to the 

development and exchange of science and technology. The 

Society publishes the "Journal of The Remote Sensing 

Society of Japan" and holds periodic remote sensing 

symposia and other special meetings in order to achieve 

these objectives. 

The RSSJ has 1,215 regular individual members, 206 student 

members, and 51 group members as of August 2005. 

Members are active in a wide range of fields member 

activities range widely, for example environmental 

monitoring, meteolorogy, oceanography, ecology, 

geography, geology, resource exploration, agriculture, 

forestry, fishery, civil engineering, architecture, 

photogrammetry, optics, information technology, space 

development, and public service. 

RSSJ welcomes all who are active in  fields related to remote 

sensing.


